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Prepare to immerse yourself in the serene beauty of Iki Island, an
enigmatic expansion to the critically acclaimed Ghost of Tsushima. As the
renowned warrior, Jin Sakai, embark on a treacherous journey to confront
the haunting memories of his past and uncover the mysteries that lie within
this uncharted land. It's time to don your armor, sharpen your blade, and
delve into our comprehensive wanderer's guide to the Isle of Iki, where
adventure awaits around every turn.

The Isle of Iki
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The Isle of Iki, located northwest of Tsushima, is a vibrant and diverse land
steeped in history and intrigue. Verdant hills and towering peaks paint a
stunning backdrop, while hidden coves and pristine beaches beckon
exploration. As you traverse the island, encounter locals with intriguing
tales to tell, uncover ancient shrines, and witness the vibrant wildlife that
calls Iki home.

New Enemies and Challenges

Your journey through Iki Island will test your combat prowess as you
encounter a formidable array of new enemies. The Mongols have
established a ruthless presence, their tactics honed and their weapons
deadly. But Iki also harbors its own unique adversaries, the Eagle Tribe.
These skilled warriors employ stealth and agility to outmaneuver their foes,
challenging Jin's adaptability like never before.



The Eagle Tribe, masters of stealth and archery

Jin's Abilities Unleashed

To overcome these formidable foes, Jin must master a range of new
techniques and abilities. The Wind Stance becomes indispensable, its
unpredictable strikes ideal for disorienting and interrupting enemy attacks.
The Chain Assassination technique allows Jin to eliminate multiple enemies
swiftly and silently, proving invaluable in stealthy encounters.
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Treasures and Collectibles

The Isle of Iki is a treasure trove waiting to be discovered. Scattered
throughout the island are hidden artifacts and collectibles that shed light on
the island's rich history and ancient legends. Uncover Mongol artifacts,
uncover hidden shrines, and find beautiful flowers that can be used for
upgrades. Each discovery enriches your understanding of Iki and adds
depth to Jin's journey.
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Uncover hidden treasures that unravel the secrets of Iki Island

Captivating Side Quests

Beyond the main storyline, Iki Island offers a myriad of captivating side
quests that delve into the lives and struggles of its inhabitants. Help
villagers overcome their challenges, confront the horrors of war, and
uncover the island's forgotten tales. Each side quest is a self-contained
adventure, expanding upon the characters and lore of Iki and offering
valuable rewards for your efforts.
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New Game Plus Enhancements

Once you have completed your first playthrough, unlock New Game Plus
mode to embark on a second journey through the Isle of Iki with all your
previously acquired skills and gear. In addition, New Game Plus introduces
new challenges and rewards, including tougher enemies, unique
cosmetics, and powerful charms. Experience the game at a higher difficulty
and strive for mastery as you conquer the island once more.

Master's Insights

Utilize the Wind Stance effectively: The Wind Stance allows you to
break through enemy defenses and interrupt their attacks, making it
ideal for challenging encounters.

Master stealth and assassination: The Eagle Tribe excels at stealth
and archery, so use cover, stealth charms, and silent takedowns to
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gain an advantage.

Explore every nook and cranny: Iki Island is filled with hidden
treasures and collectibles. Take your time to explore every area
thoroughly to uncover its secrets.

Complete side quests: Side quests are not only rewarding but also
provide valuable insights into the characters and lore of the island.
Don't miss out on these enriching experiences.

Upgrade your gear: Enhance your abilities by upgrading your armor,
weapons, and charms. Collect resources and visit blacksmiths to
maximize your potential.

A Samurai's Farewell

As your journey on the Isle of Iki draws to a close, reflect on the battles
fought, the friendships forged, and the mysteries unraveled. The Isle of Iki
is a land that has forever left its mark on Jin Sakai, a testament to the
resilience of the human spirit and the unwavering bonds of honor and duty.
Bid farewell to Iki with a heart filled with gratitude and embrace the path
that lies ahead, knowing that the spirit of the samurai will forever endure.

Ghost of Tsushima: Iki Island is a breathtaking expansion that enriches the
narrative, challenges players, and captivates with its stunning setting and
captivating storytelling. Immerse yourself in the haunting beauty of Iki
Island and experience the unwavering spirit of the samurai as you navigate
its treacherous landscapes, confront your past, and forge a legacy that will
endure for generations to come.
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